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Field of the Invention The present invention generally relates to a beverage dispensing apparatus and method. More specifically, the present invention relates to

an ice dispensing apparatus and method for dispensing a beverage into a beverage cup from a liquid container that includes a flexible bag. 2. Description of
Related Art A typical beverage cup includes a bottom cup half having a drinking opening therein, and a top cup half having a drinking opening therein. The
bottom cup half and the top cup half are hingedly coupled together to form an enclosed drinking area that contains the beverage. The bottom cup half may
include a liner. A flexible bag containing beverage, typically pre-mixed or single serve beverage, is placed within the liner in the bottom cup half. The liner,

which is typically made of paper or plastic, is flexible. The flexible bag is made of a stretchable material, typically plastic. A beverage is placed into the flexible
bag, and the top cup half is coupled to the bottom cup half. The top cup half may be coupled to the bottom cup half by using any one of a variety of connecting
mechanisms. For example, the top cup half may include a tab or a slot into which a corresponding tab or slot on the bottom cup half is inserted to couple the top

cup half to the bottom cup half. The tab or slot may include teeth to help secure the coupling. Alternatively, the top cup half may include a hinge, and the
bottom cup half may include a detent that engages the hinge to secure the top cup half to the bottom cup half. Regardless of the particular mechanism used to

couple the top cup half to the bottom cup half, the drink is allowed to sit within the cup for a period of time, typically at least 30 minutes, to allow the beverage
to expand or ferment. The beverage may expand or ferment within the flexible bag, but more likely the beverage expands or ferments within the liner. As the

beverage ferments within the liner,
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Q: Difference between [% symbol inside
nested [] in golang What is the difference
between [] and [% symbol inside []. I am
struggling to find the answer, can anybody
please help me with this. A: The Go spec
says: The number of elements in an array
literal may not exceed the number of
elements in the array being created, but
may be greater. If the elements being
created are of a variable length, the length
of the array being created may be greater
than the number of elements in the array
literal. So if we have an array literal with a
few elements, and we use the % operator
to extend the array, we get the error "array
literal is too long". a = [1,2,3] b =
[%a%4,5] //illegal: array literal is too long
If we have an array literal with many
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elements, and we use the % operator to
extend the array, we get the error "array
literal is too short". a = [1,2,3] b = [%a%4]
//illegal: array literal is too short But if we
have an array literal with many elements,
but less elements than the number of
elements in the array being created, we can
use the % operator to extend the array. a =
[1,2,3] b = [%a%4,5] //legal: array literal is
too short The go-playground contains a test
showing that this works in all cases: This
explains the usage rules: Use the % symbol
to extend an existing array (as in a = a [n],
or a = a [n:n+m]). If the array already has
the maximum possible length, then n+1
can extend it further (as in a = a [n:n+1]).
If n+1 is larger than the maximum length
of an array, then the error "array literal is
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too short" is returned. See also: Array
literal not exceeding size of array, part 1
Array literal not exceeding size of array,
part 2 Array literal not exceeding size of
array, part 3 A: Arrays [] are guaranteed to
have a 2d92ce491b
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